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Abstract

Single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) during seizures and magne-

toencephalography (MEG) during the interictal state are noninvasive modalities

employed in the localization of the epileptogenic zone in patients with drug-resistant

focal epilepsy (DRFE). The present study aims to investigate whether there exists a

preferentially high MEG functional connectivity (FC) among those regions of the

brain that exhibit hyperperfusion or hypoperfusion during seizures. We studied MEG

and SPECT data in 30 consecutive DRFE patients who had resective epilepsy sur-

gery. We parcellated each ictal perfusion map into 200 regions of interest (ROIs) and

generated ROI time series using source modeling of MEG data. FC between ROIs

was quantified using coherence and phase-locking value. We defined a generalized

linear model to relate the connectivity of each ROI, ictal perfusion z score, and dis-

tance between ROIs. We compared the coefficients relating perfusion z score to FC

of each ROI and estimated the connectivity within and between resected and unre-

sected ROIs. We found that perfusion z scores were strongly correlated with the FC

of hyper-, and separately, hypoperfused ROIs across patients. High interictal connec-

tivity was observed between hyperperfused brain regions inside and outside the

resected area. High connectivity was also observed between regions of ictal hypo-

perfusion. Importantly, the ictally hypoperfused regions had a low interictal connec-

tivity to regions that became hyperperfused during seizures. We conclude that brain

regions exhibiting hyperperfusion during seizures highlight a preferentially connected

interictal network, whereas regions of ictal hypoperfusion highlight a separate, dis-

crete and interconnected, interictal network.

Abbreviations: BOLD, blood oxygenation level dependent; DRFE, drug-resistant focal epilepsy; EZ, epileptogenic zone; FC, functional connectivity; MEG, magnetoencephalography; PET,

Positron emission tomography; PLV, phase-locking value; ROI, region of interest; SEEG, stereo-electroencephalography; SPECT, single-photon emission computed tomography; SISCOM,

subtraction ictal SPECT co-registered to MRI.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Growing evidence characterizes epilepsy as a disorder of brain net-

works involving regions extending well beyond the epileptogenic zone

(EZ) (Kramer & Cash, 2012). The epileptic network constitutes struc-

turally and functionally connected brain regions that explain the com-

plex seizure dynamics and are essential for ictogenesis and

maintenance of the epileptic condition (Spencer, 2002). Understand-

ing the properties of the epileptic network directly contributes to

more accurate localization of the EZ and advances the management

of patients with drug-resistant focal epilepsy (DRFE) including place-

ment of intracranial electrodes and individualization of closed-loop

neuromodulation approaches for seizure control.

Advances in noninvasive imaging technologies such as magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission tomography (PET), sub-

traction ictal SPECT co-registered to MRI (SISCOM), coupled with the

measurement of electrophysiological activities via scalp electroen-

cephalography (EEG), magnetoencephalography (MEG), and invasive

EEG (e.g., stereo-EEG/SEEG recordings with stereotactically placed

depth electrodes) in the same patients, provide us with unique clinical

opportunities to understand normal and abnormal activities of neuro-

nal ensembles and their interactions between and during seizures.

Moreover, the integration of information from various imaging and

nonimaging modalities is fundamental to the generation of clinical

hypotheses in the modern management of patients with DRFE

(Knowlton et al., 2008). Multimodal integration allows access to com-

plementary information and improves the understanding of the clinical

presentation of an individual's neurological disorder.

Ictal SPECT utilizes isotope injection during seizures to noninva-

sively approximate the EZ in patients with DRFE undergoing presurgi-

cal evaluation (Kaminska et al., 2003; Newton et al., 1995). The

complex hyperperfusion patterns unique to ictal SPECT reflect seizure

onset and propagation pathways (Cleeren et al., 2016; Van

Paesschen, 2004). We have previously shown that SPECT-directed

SEEG planning allows for a more complete electrographic sampling of

salient areas, which in turn correlate with specific SEEG electrophysi-

ological signals (power “fingerprints”) in the course of SEEG-recorded

seizures (Englot & Lagrange, 2022; Krishnan et al., 2021).

MEG relies on interictal recordings of spontaneously occurring epi-

leptiform activities to noninvasively approximate the EZ in these patients

(Murakami et al., 2016). MEG offers a direct measurement of whole-

brain neuronal activity while preserving high spatial and temporal resolu-

tion. Traditionally, MEG-based EZ localization relies on source modeling

of interictal epileptiform abnormalities. The role of functional connectiv-

ity (FC) analysis of MEG data for localization of the EZ has been gaining

prominence recently (Krishnan et al., 2015). Integration of information

from SPECT and MEG aids in the noninvasive presurgical evaluation of

patients with DRFE (El Tahry et al., 2018; Schneider et al., 2013).

Intracranial studies have coarse spatial sampling limited by clinical

considerations and ill-posed hypotheses. Sampling using intracranial

electrodes is more likely to include areas of SPECT hyperperfusion

(that corresponds to the presumed seizure onset and propagation

pathways) rather than areas of ictal hypoperfusion (that do not pro-

vide clear localizing information). MEG provides a global view of elec-

trophysiological brain dynamics. Using MEG-based source modeling

analysis, we can investigate whole-brain cortical activity in the interic-

tal state. Such analysis cannot be realistically achieved with the limited

sampling of brain areas that are investigated with implanted electrode

recordings.

In this study, we layout a framework for integrating information

acquired from ictal SPECT and interictal MEG and thereby character-

ize the resting-state FC within the ictally hyperperfused and hypoper-

fused brain regions in a consecutive series of patients who underwent

presurgical evaluation at our center. We hypothesize that there is a

preferential FC during rest within regions that show significant hyper-

perfusion or hypoperfusion during seizures. To test this hypothesis,

we informed our resting MEG FC analysis by the results of SPECT

perfusion patterns during seizures. This allows for an estimation of FC

that is driven by measurable nodes of patient-specific epileptic net-

works, substantiated by our previous studies, which examined the

relationships of ictal SPECT perfusion patterns to both evoked and

spontaneous SEEG recordings (Krishnan et al., 2021; Tousseyn

et al., 2017).

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Inclusion and exclusion criteria

The retrospective study was approved by the Cleveland Clinic Institu-

tional Review Board. We included a consecutive series of patients

with DRFE who: (1) underwent an interictal MEG and an ictal SPECT

as part of their noninvasive presurgical evaluation, (2) had a subse-

quent SEEG evaluation between January 2015 and December 2016,

and finally (3) underwent surgical resection, and (4) had a good quality

postoperative MRI. Patients were excluded from the analysis: (1) if

SPECT injection had been obtained during the postictal rather than

the ictal phase and (2) if brain surgery had been performed between

the SPECT/MEG and SEEG evaluations.

2.1.1 | SPECT acquisition and processing

Techniques used for the acquisition and processing of SPECT in this

study have been described elsewhere (Tousseyn et al., 2017) and are

also provided in supplementary materials S1.
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2.1.2 | MEG data acquisition and modeling

MEG data for this study were derived from 1-h clinical recording

obtained with a 306-channel whole-head MEG system (Elekta,

Sweden) with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz, and application of a band-

pass acquisition filter with cut-off frequencies of 0.1 and 333 Hz.

MEG data were postprocessed using temporally extended signal space

separation (tSSS) algorithm (Taulu & Hari, 2009), which compensates

for the magnetic interference caused by external and nearby sources

and minor head movements in the MEG array (Kakisaka et al., 2012).

2.1.3 | MEG and MRI preprocessing

Figure 1 describes the analysis pipeline used for the integration of

SPECT and MEG data. For FC analysis, we bandpass filtered the tSSS-

processed MEG data using a Kaiser filter with passband edges at 1 and

70 Hz and downsampled the data to 200 Hz for computational effi-

ciency using the freely available Matlab toolbox Brainstorm (Tadel

et al., 2011). We identified 5 min of artifact-free data. No constraints

regarding the state of the brain, and the presence, or absence of interic-

tal epileptiform discharges were laid during data selection. We down-

loaded the preoperative MRI DICOM (Digital Imaging and

Communications in Medicine) images and performed cortical recon-

struction using Freesurfer (Dale et al., 1999). The reconstructed surfaces,

MRI, and MEG data were imported to Brainstorm. The MEG sensors

and cortical surfaces were co-registered using the digitized head points

(approximately 100 points) collected during MEG acquisition. We con-

structed the forward model using the overlapping sphere model (Huang

et al., 1999) and used dynamical statistical parametric mapping (dSPM)

(Dale et al., 2000) estimates to create the inverse model.

2.1.4 | Estimation of connectivity measures

We constructed a total of 200 regions of interest (ROIs) for MEG FC

analysis by parcellating the SISCOM perfusion pattern using k-means

clustering (Figure 2a,b, See Supplementary material S1). The parcel-

lated map was imported into Brainstorm as a volume atlas and con-

verted to “scouts.” Each scout served as ROI for our analysis. The

average ROI area across patients was found to be 11 cm2 (σ¼4cm2).

We estimated the average SISCOM perfusion z score Zið Þ for every

ROI. We used inverse modeling to estimate the source time series.

We then averaged all the sources within an ROI to generate a single

time series per ROI. We expected some of the sources within an ROI

to have opposite orientations. To offset this, we flipped the sign of

sources with opposite orientations before averaging. Finally, we per-

formed independent component analysis (ICA) based decomposition

of the ROI time series to remove any residual EKG artifacts that were

not removed during tSSS processing (Hyvärinen & Oja, 2000). For

every 5-s segment of the ROI time series (derived from the 5-min

period of MEG data in each patient), we estimated coherence (COH)

(Bokil et al., 2010; Thomson, 1982) and phase-locking value (PLV)

(Lachaux et al., 1999) between brain regions for the delta (0–4 Hz),

theta (4–8 Hz), alpha (8–12Hz), beta (12–30Hz), and gamma (30–

70Hz) frequency bands (see Supplementary material S2). Connectivity

measures were averaged across the 60 segments and used in the sub-

sequent analysis.

F IGURE 1 Pipeline used for comparing ictal single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) and magnetoencephalography (MEG)
functional connectivity. We first perform cortical reconstruction of the patient's magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) using Freesurfer. We then co-
register the ictal SPECT data to the MRI and parcellate the resulting SPECT data. Next, we import the temporally extended signal space
separation (tSSS)-processed MEG time series, the reconstructed cortical surfaces, and the regions of interest (ROIs) generated from SPECT data
to Brainstorm. We perform source modeling analysis of the MEG data and generate a time series per ROI. We then use ICA decomposition to
remove any residual EKG artifacts that were not rejected during tSSS processing. Next, we perform connectivity analysis of the resulting time
series using coherence and phase locking value. Finally, we perform statistical analysis of the ROI connectivity and SPECT perfusion values.
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2.1.5 | Definition of SPECT hyperperfusion and
hypoperfusion

Newey et al. defined the optimal SISCOM z-threshold for identifying

the EZ as 1.5, which corresponds to a p value of .07 (Newey

et al., 2013). In line with this finding, we defined hyperperfused and

hypoperfused brain regions as the ROIs with the top and bottom 7%

SISCOM z scores, respectively. ROIs that were not identified as

hyperperfused or hypoperfused were categorized as regions of base-

line perfusion (i.e., ROIs that had no significant change in perfusion

during the seizure).

2.1.6 | Correlating SPECT perfusion and resting-
state connectivity

Based on our previous work (Tousseyn et al., 2017), we hypothesized

that hyperperfused ROIs will be strongly connected to other hyper-

perfused ROIs, whereas hypoperfused ROIs will be strongly con-

nected to other hypoperfused ROIs. To identify ROIs with high

correlation with SISCOM z score, the distribution of the connectivity

profile of an ROI was compared to SISCOM z score. To be unbiased in

our approach, this relationship was evaluated for all ROIs in the same

patient. The following regression model was constructed to evaluate

the relationship between perfusion map and connectivity

(Figure 2c,d). For every ROI i, we estimate the beta coefficients

(βi0,f ,β
i
1,f ,β

i
2,f ) such that

Cji
f ¼ βi0,f þβi1,fZ

jþβi2,fd
ji 8 j≠ i ð1Þ

where Cji
f is the connectivity estimated using coherence or PLV

between nodes i and j for frequency band f. Zj is the SISCOM z score

of node j and dji is the Euclidean distance between the nodes i and j.

The distance variable was included in the regression model to remove

any distance-modulated variance from the β1 estimates (Honey

et al., 2009). Thus, the β1 estimates for ROI i relate the FC of ROI i to

the SISCOM perfusion z score. We then generate β1 estimates for

every ROI and for the five frequency bands in each individual patient.

Since this results in a large number of statistical comparisons, we used

the methods described in Benjamini and Hochberg to adjust the p values

associated with the β1 estimates (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995).

A positive and statistically significant β1 estimate for ROI i indi-

cates that FC estimates of ROI i and SISCOM perfusion z score have

similar covariance. We used cross-correlation analysis to evaluate the

relationship between βi1 estimates, and the SISCOM perfusion z score

(Zi) of ROI i to test whether regions with higher perfusion z score have

higher β1 estimates while those with lower perfusion z score have

lower β1 estimates in every single patient (Figure 2e). Finally, the dis-

tribution of statistically significant β1 estimates were compared for

ROIs identified as hyper-, hypo-, and baseline perfused to check whether

hyperperfused ROIs have a higher fraction of positive β1 estimates and

hypoperfused ROIs have a higher fraction of negative β1 estimates.

2.1.7 | Connectivity between the area of surgical
resection and perfusion pattern

The postoperative MRI was co-registered to the patient's preopera-

tive MRI and the region of surgical resection was hand-drawn. We

F IGURE 2 (a) Ictal single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) pattern of hyperperfusion (red blobs) and hypoperfusion (blue
blobs) for Patient P05. (b) Parcellation of the cortical surface using subtraction ictal SPECT co-registered to MRI (SISCOM) z value. (c, d)
Relationship between SISCOM perfusion z value and phase-locking value for: (c) a hyperperfused node and (d) a hypoperfused node.
(e) Relationship between SISCOM z value and β1-coefficient for Patient P05. Each grey shaded circle represents 1 out of 200 regions of interest
(ROIs). ROIs with statistically significant β1-coefficients are denoted using green borders.
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identified the ROIs that were part of the surgical resection, which

helped us divide the brain regions into four zones: hyperperfused

ROIs inside (Zþ
Rþ) and outside (Zþ

R�) the area of surgical resection, ROIs

with baseline perfusion outside (Z0
R�), and hypoperfused ROIs outside

(Z�
R�) the area of surgical resection. A schematic visualization of the

zones is shown in Figure 3. We were then able to investigate the con-

nectivity linking perfusion with the area of surgical resection. Specifi-

cally, we estimated and statistically compared the average intrinsic

(within-group) connectivity: Zþ
Rþ, Zþ

R�, Z0
R�, Z�

R�, and the average

extrinsic (between-group) connectivity: Zþ
Rþ�Zþ

R�, Zþ
Rþ�Z0

R�,

Zþ
Rþ �Z�

R�, Z
þ
R� �Z�

R�, Z
þ
R� �Z0

R�, and Z�
R��Z0

R�. For intrinsic connec-

tivity analysis, we only analyzed patients who had at least two ROIs

within each group.

2.1.8 | Subgroup analysis

We performed subgroup analysis to compare the correlation between

SISCOM z scores and β1-coefficients in the following conditions:

(1) seizure-free versus nonseizure-free outcome, (2) early versus late

ictal SPECT injection, (3) secondarily generalized (focal to bilateral

tonic–clonic) seizure versus nongeneralized SPECT seizure, and (4) uni-

focal versus multifocal epilepsy. We also compared the average

connectivity within hyperperfused and hypoperfused ROIs between

patients who were in a state of wakefulness and sleep during the

MEG study.

2.1.9 | Statistical considerations

We used the Students' t test to assess the statistical significance of

population-level correlation coefficients and the Shapiro–Wilke test

to examine the normality of the distribution. We compared the differ-

ences in intrinsic and extrinsic connectivity within and between the

four groups: Zþ
Rþ, Z

þ
R�, Z

0
R�, Z

�
R� with paired Mann–Whitney U-test.

Further, we employed analysis of variance (ANOVA) to assess the

influence of timing of ictal SPECT injection, seizure duration, and

resective surgery outcome on intrinsic and extrinsic connectivity. We

defined early ictal SPECT injections as SPECT studies with injection

time that was shorter or equal to the median injection time across the

30 patients included in the study. Similarly, we defined short-duration

seizures as ictal SPECT seizures, which had a duration that was

shorter than or equal to the median seizure duration across all

patients. We used the methods described by Benjamini and Hochlberg

to adjust for multiple comparisons and control the type I error rate

(Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995).

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Study population

Out of all patients who had ictal SPECT, SEEG, and MEG for local-

ization of the EZ between January 2015 and December 2016,

30 patients met the specific inclusion criteria (see Table 1). No

patient had prior resective epilepsy surgery. The median age of

the study population was 27.5 years (range: 8–58 years), and the

male: female ratio was 18:12. The median age at seizure onset

was 15 years (range: 0–46 years) and the median duration of epi-

lepsy was 10.5 years (range: 2–36 years). The median SPECT injec-

tion time was 18 s (range: 1–220 s) with a median seizure duration

of 83.5 s (range: 16–390 s). Fifteen patients were seizure-free

after resective surgery. The median postoperative follow-up period

was 23 months (range: 6–40 months). Thirteen patients had more

than one area of SEEG onset. These patients demonstrated nonad-

jacent areas of SEEG onset and were therefore deemed as

“multifocal.”

3.1.1 | Comparison between unthresholded
SISCOM z score and resting-state connectivity

Figure 2 shows representative results in a single patient. Figure 2c,d

shows the gamma band FC estimated using PLV, as a function of

F IGURE 3 Schematic visualization of the hyperperfused regions
of interest (ROIs) that were resected (in red), hyperperfused ROIs that
were not resected (in orange), and hypoperfused ROIs (in blue). The
dashed black curve denotes the surgical resection margin.
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TABLE 1 Patient demographics

SISCOM details (s)

Patient

ID Age

Age at
epilepsy

onset

Injection

time

Flush

time

Seizure

duration MRI

ILAE outcome
(follow-up time,

months) Pathology

P01 19 10 12 17 73 Increased FLAIR signal in bilateral

hippocampal formation (L > R)

I (35) FCD

P02 29 23 18 21 97 Nonlesional I (25) FCD

P03 27 17 4 11 280 Nonlesional V (21) FCD/nodular

heterotopia

P04 26 6 11 16 66 Nonlesional V (23) FCD

P05 15 8 16 25 139 Mildly asymmetrical increase in

FLAIR signal within right

hippocampus, parahippocampal

gyrus and amygdala

I (20) FCD

P06 32 18 20 23 103 Nonlesional I (40) FCD

P07 8 6 20 22 141 Left temporal hyperintensity I (9) FCD

P08 42 17 12 16 68 Nonlesional IV (18) FCD

P09 25 21 23 28 113 Extensive periventricular nodule

heterotopias

III (9) FCD

P10 27 2 45 49 74 Subtle increased signal in R.

occipital/posterior temporal

regions involving cortex and

subcortical regions

I (12) FCD

P11 28 20 15 19 75 Nonlesional I (11) Gliosis

P12 34 30 4 9 70 Nonlesional III (13) Gliosis

P13 32 25 21 23 390 Mild left hippocampal atrophy I (12) Gliosis

P14 56 20 10 13 34 Non-lesional I (12) Not available

P15 29 7 18 22 79 Right. Intraventricular mass

(caudate)

V (13) Gliosis

P16 35 13 22 24 59 Nonlesional I (32) Gliosis

P17 18 16 22 26 84 Slight decrease in size of left

hippocampus

I (6) FCD

P18 58 46 23 24 134 Nonlesional IV (25) FCD

P19 30 22 11 15 95 Heterotopic gray matter along

margins of lateral ventricles

IV (25) Gliosis

P20 35 0 19 23 90 Symmetrical volume loss in

parieto-occipital lobes/superior

and middle frontal gyri

IV (29) Gliosis

P21 25 6 220 224 256 Nonlesional IV (34) Gliosis

P22 19 8 8 12 16 Decreased size in bilateral

hippocampi, blurring of mesial

aspects of R. superior frontal

gyrus

I (13) FCD

P23 25 5 5 10 118 Nonlesional V (34) FCD

P24 40 35 51 55 149 Nonlesional I (33) Gliosis

P25 26 20 17 21 75 Nonlesional I (36) FCD

P26 43 35 17 20 20 Mild and symmetric volume loss in

bilateral hippocampal

IV (17) Gliosis

P27 26 1 7 17 70 Nonlesional IV (23) FCD

P28 21 14 26 31 83 Nonlesional IV (24) Not available

P29 31 0 23 27 105 Subtle increased signal in the right

amygdala/hippocampal

I (25) Gliosis

P30 26 10 20 22 19 Nonlesional IV (40) FCD

Abbreviations: FCD, focal cortical dysplasia; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; SISCOM, subtraction ictal SPECT co-registered to MRI.
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SISCOM z score for a hyperperfused and hypoperfused node, respec-

tively. We observed a statistically significant (p < .001) and positive

correlation (R2 ¼ :42) between SISCOM z scores in each node and the

corresponding β1-coefficients (Figure 2e).

Distribution of correlation coefficient between SISCOM z scores

and β1-coefficient across patients estimated using PLV and coherence

is shown in Figure 4a,b, respectively. We observed a statistically sig-

nificant (p< .001) and positive correlation between SISCOM z scores

and β1-coefficients across frequency bands. A higher correlation was

observed when using PLV as a connectivity measure, as compared to

coherence analysis.

We also evaluated the statistical significance of the correlation

between SISCOM z scores and β1-coefficients for individual patients.

All patients had a statistically significant (p< .001) and positive corre-

lation when PLV was used as the connectivity measure. For

coherence-based FC analysis, a statistically significant (p< .05) and

positive correlation was observed across frequency bands for 77%–

80% of the patients. No correlation between β1-coefficient and SIS-

COM z scores was appreciated in the remaining 20%–23% of

patients.

3.1.2 | Comparison between thresholded SISCOM z
scores and resting-state connectivity

Figure 5 shows the distribution of β1-coefficients estimated using PLV

in the three ROI groups: hypo-, baseline- and hyper-perfused. Among

the hypoperfused ROIs, a statistically significant (p< .003) higher frac-

tion of ROIs have negative—compared to positive—significant

β1-coefficients (Figure 5a). The hyperperfused ROIs tend to have a

statistically significant (p< .001) higher fraction of positive—compared

to negative—significant β1-coefficients (Figure 5c). For baseline-

perfused regions, there was no statistically significant difference

(p> .17) between the fraction of ROIs with positive versus negative

significant β1-coefficients (Figure 5b). Results were similar when using

coherence as connectivity estimator (Figure S2).

3.1.3 | Subgroup analysis

We did not find any statistically significant difference among our four

subgroups when examining the correlation between SISCOM z scores

F IGURE 4 Distribution of the cross-correlation coefficient between β1-coefficients and subtraction ictal SPECT co-registered to MRI
(SISCOM) z values across patients and frequency bands when estimating connectivity using (a) phase-locking value, and (b) coherence. Asterisks
denote statistically significant (p< .001) and positive correlation between β1 distribution and SISCOM z score across patients.

F IGURE 5 Distribution of β1-coefficients for the (a) hypoperfused regions of interest (ROIs), (b) baseline perfused ROIs—that is, ROIs that
showed no significant change in perfusion during the seizure, and (c) hyperperfused ROIs. Single (p< .05), double (p< .01) or triple (p< .001)
asterisks denote a statistically significant difference between the fractions of ROIs that have negative versus positive β1-coefficients. Phase-
locking value (PLV) was used as the connectivity estimator.
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and β1-coefficients across all frequency bands: (1) seizure-free versus

nonseizure-free outcome (p> .32), (2) early versus late ictal SPECT

injection (p> .10), (3) secondarily generalized versus nongeneralized

SPECT seizure (p> .66), (4) uni-focal versus multifocal epilepsy

(p> .88). The differences were not significant irrespective of the

method used to estimate FC.

3.1.4 | Difference in connectivity between patients
in state of wakefulness and sleep

We identified 6 patients to be in a state of wakefulness, 20 patients in

sleep, and 4 patients to be partly awake and then asleep in 5 min of

MEG data used for connectivity analysis. We observed a statistically

significant (p < .023) and higher FC in the alpha frequency band within

regions of hypoperfusion in those patients who were in a state of

wakefulness, when compared to patients who were asleep. These

findings were statistically significant only when PLV was used as con-

nectivity estimator.

3.1.5 | Connectivity between perfusion inside and
outside area of surgical resection

Intrinsic connectivity

Using PLV-based connectivity estimates, the highest intrinsic connec-

tivity across all patients (p < .0012; Figure 6) was observed for regions

that showed hyperperfusion inside (Zþ
Rþ) and outside (Zþ

R�) the re-

section cavity, when compared to nonresected baseline-perfused

(Z0
R�), and hypoperfused (Z�

R�) regions. Even though resected areas of

hyperperfusion had higher connectivity when compared to nonre-

sected areas of hyperperfusion, these differences were not statisti-

cally significant (p> .13). Finally, we observed a higher and statistically

significant connectivity (p< .009) within hypoperfused and nonre-

sected (Z�
R�Þ regions, as compared to baseline-perfused and nonre-

sected (Z0
R�Þ ROIs. These results were largely consistent across

frequency bands, measures used to estimate connectivity, and dis-

tance between ROIs (Figure S3).

When using coherence as a connectivity estimator, we observed

a higher and statistically significant intrinsic connectivity within ROIs

inside the resection (Zþ
Rþ), when compared to those outside the area

of resection (Zþ
R�) (Figure 7).

Extrinsic connectivity

A statistically significant and higher connectivity between hyperperfu-

sion inside and outside the area of resection (Zþ
Rþ�Zþ

R�), as compared

to other extrinsic groups (p< .001; Figure 6, 7), was apparent irrespec-

tive of frequency bands and measures used to estimate connectivity.

Effect of surgical outcome, ictal SPECT injection time, and seizure

duration

Neither the intrinsic nor the extrinsic connectivity was statistically dif-

ferent between seizure-free and nonseizure-free patients, early versus

late ictal SPECT injection, and short versus long seizure duration.

When using coherence as intrinsic FC estimator, we found that the

difference between ROIs inside (Zþ
Rþ) versus outside (Zþ

R�), the re-

section cavity was statistically significant only in the seizure-free

patients (p< .006). The difference was not significant in the

nonseizure-free group (p> .26). While we observed higher connectiv-

ity within regions included within the resection (Zþ
Rþ) regions com-

pared to those outside (Zþ
R�), the differences were not significant,

when using PLV as connectivity estimator. For the seizure-free group,

11 patients had at least two or more nodes that were hyperperfused

and resected. For the nonseizure-free group, six patients had at least

two or more nodes that were hyperperfused and resected.

4 | DISCUSSION

MEG and SPECT are complementary but invaluable tools for the non-

invasive localization of the EZ. Interpretation of the complex perfu-

sion patterns observed in ictal SPECT studies is often challenging

(Dupont et al., 2006). The areas of hyperperfusion reflect the ictal

onset and propagation pathways and thus represent measurable

nodes of an interconnected seizure-related network (Krishnan

et al., 2021; Van Paesschen, 2004). The present study aims to pro-

mote the clinical understanding and interpretation of these complex

perfusion patterns by incorporating resting-state FC analysis.

4.1 | Main findings

4.1.1 | Subtraction ictal SPECT

We found the existence of a very strong correlation between SISCOM

perfusion z scores and FC estimates within hyperperfused and hypo-

perfused ROIs. These findings suggest that hyperperfused brain

regions are preferentially connected to other areas of hyperperfusion,

and by the same token ictally hypoperfused brain regions are preferen-

tially connected to other areas of hypoperfusion. Thus, human seizures

invoke neuronal pathways that are active even during rest. One expla-

nation would be that epileptogenic networks are embedded in pre-

formed physiological and/or individualized brain networks

(Halász, 2010). Whole-brain perfusion changes during seizures are

bound to be complex but also contain rich information regarding pref-

erential and patient-specific brain connectivity. In clinical practice, ictal

SPECT analysis is sometimes watered down to a mere (and often insuf-

ficient) tool for seizure localization. Our study should prompt us to

view and interpret seizure related (increases and decreases) in SPECT

perfusion patterns with a brain network perspective in our mind.

4.1.2 | Electrophysiological connectivity in
hyperperfusion and hypoperfusion

Hyperperfusion

We found a positive and statistically significant β1-coefficients across

all patients in regions that show hyperperfusion during seizures. The
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F IGURE 6 Distribution of phase-locking
value (PLV)-based intrinsic and extrinsic
connectivity for the five frequency bands across
all patients. Statistically significant differences
between connectivity estimates are denoted
with single (p < .05), double (p < .01), and triple
(p < .001) asterisks.
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F IGURE 7 Distribution of coherence-
based intrinsic and extrinsic connectivity for
the five frequency bands across all patients.
Statistically significant differences between
connectivity estimates are denoted with single
(p < .05), double (p < .01), and triple (p < .001)
asterisks.
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observed high correlation between β1-coefficient and SISCOM

z scores indicates that regions of ictal hyperperfusion have a positive

β1-coefficient, whereas regions of ictal hypoperfusion have a negative

β1-coefficient. The observed correlations were robust across method-

ologies used to estimate FC and frequencies of interest. Further, we

report the presence of high intrinsic and extrinsic connectivity within

and between hyperperfused brain regions inside and outside the area

of surgical resection.

Congruent patterns of ictal hyperperfusion and semiological sei-

zure progression have been described in temporal lobe epilepsy (Shin

et al., 2002). The presence of electrophysiological and metabolic

changes in areas of hyperperfusion at a distance from the EZ has been

described using ictal scalp EEG (Kim et al., 2007), intracranial EEG

(Spanaki et al., 1999), and PET studies (Bouilleret et al., 2002). Very

few studies have investigated the resting-state FC within the nodes

of seizure onset and seizure propagation. Our previous work has dem-

onstrated first that electrical stimulation of the SEEG-defined seizure

onset zone elicits a higher evoked response in the brain regions that

showed hyperperfusion during preoperative ictal SPECT (Tousseyn

et al., 2017), and second that SPECT perfusion patterns have strong

electrophysiological underpinnings on intracranial EEG recordings

(Krishnan et al., 2021). Blumenfeld et al. previously demonstrated that

regions of reduced blood flow (hypoperfusion) during seizures exhib-

ited increased power in the low-frequency bands on scalp EEG

(Blumenfeld, McNally, et al., 2004; Krishnan et al., 2021).

We observed that high FC endures in the interictal state between

brain regions that show hyperperfusion during seizures. Correspon-

dence between interictal and ictal brain networks has been demon-

strated by comparing the regions of SPECT hyperperfusion with

interictal spike-related EEG-fMRI activation maps (Tousseyn

et al., 2015). Studies have reported increased FC between regions

implicated by interictal spikes—as compared to those unaffected by

spikes (Bettus et al., 2011)—and the existence of preferential coupling

within the EZ and between the EZ and propagation zone (Lagarde

et al., 2018). Iasemidis et al. demonstrated that phase transition from

the resting interictal state to the pathological ictal state occurs when

critical brain regions are abnormally synchronized with each other

(Iasemidis et al., 2003). These pathological synchronizations can occur

minutes to hours before the seizure, while seizures occur to dynami-

cally reset the pathological synchronization (Krishnan et al., 2011).

Together, these results imply that ictally hyperperfused brain regions

correspond to a strongly connected neuronal network during rest.

Hence, the widespread and complex hyperperfusion patterns, which

are often observed in ictal SPECT studies, are not random and repre-

sent functionally connected brain regions that are recruited in the

course of the seizure.

Hypoperfusion

Compared to hyperperfusion, regions of hypoperfusion included a

higher fraction of ROIs with statistically significant negative

β1-coefficients across patients and frequency bands. The negative

β1-coefficients imply that a strong interictal connection exists

between regions of ictal hypoperfusion. Moreover, regions that

demonstrate ictal hypoperfusion have low interictal FC to regions that

become hyperperfused during seizures. These findings are further

supported by our intrinsic connectivity analysis, where we found that

regions of ictal hypoperfusion have higher connectivity compared to

baseline-perfused regions (areas that show no significant change in

perfusion during seizures).

Studies have postulated that the ictal hypoperfusion of the fron-

toparietal association cortices observed in temporal lobe epilepsy

(Van Paesschen et al., 2003) reflects a form of surround inhibition that

seeks to limit the spread of seizures (Van Paesschen, 2004) or perhaps

a functional deactivation of the frontoparietal cortices resulting from

propagation of epileptiform activities to the upper brainstem reticular

formation and the medial thalamus (Blumenfeld, McNally,

et al., 2004). Moreover, intracranial EEG studies reveal ictal slowing in

the frontal and parietal regions during temporal lobe seizures

(Blumenfeld, Rivera, et al., 2004). Arthuis et al. noted a correlation of

loss of consciousness during temporal lobe seizures with long-

distance synchronization of electrophysiological signals in regions that

are critical in the processing of awareness (including frontoparietal

associative cortices and thalamus) (Arthuis et al., 2009). The existence

of functional and structural connectivity between frontal and parietal

cortices during rest is further supported by intracranial-EEG (Kucyi

et al., 2018), fMRI (Lee et al., 2009), and DTI studies (Marshall

et al., 2015). Regions of ictal hypoperfusion correspond to patterns of

reduced blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) signal observed

in interictal spike-related EEG-fMRI studies in the same patients

(Tousseyn et al., 2015). Such EEG-fMRI patterns of BOLD deactiva-

tion have been described within parts of the “default mode network”
(comprising the posterior cingulate cortex, precuneus, medial frontal,

and lateral parietal cortex) with both focal and generalized epileptic

activities (Fahoum et al., 2013). Finally, electrical stimulation during

SEEG recordings of the ictally hypoperfused brain regions (i.e., areas

that showed ictal hypoperfusion in the preoperative SPECT study) eli-

cited higher evoked responses in other hypoperfused (rather than

hyperperfused) brain regions (Tousseyn et al., 2017). These results

illustrate that brain regions, exhibiting hypoperfusion during seizures,

belong to another distinct, interconnected neuronal network, which is

separate from the hyperperfused seizure network. The discharging

seizure focus recruits areas of seizure onset and spread (highlighted

by ictal hyperperfusion). It also appears to modulate separate but

interconnected brain regions, which become hypoperfused during the

seizure without being directly connected to the patient's hyperper-

fused seizure network.

4.1.3 | Magnetoencephalography and epileptic
network

Few studies have investigated epileptic networks using MEG.

Malinowska et al. report similar spatiotemporal patterns when exam-

ining interictal spike discharges recorded using MEG and SEEG

(Malinowska et al., 2014). Others have studied the spatio-temporal

distribution of epileptiform discharges and high-frequency oscillations
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to investigate the role of deep cortical and subcortical structures in

seizure initiation and modulation utilizing multimodal analysis of EEG-

fMRI or ictal MEG (Nissen et al., 2016; Rose et al., 2013; Vaudano

et al., 2012).

Our study differs in that it directly investigates FC in the regions

of ictal onset and propagation highlighted by ictal hyperperfusion. By

combining information derived from dynamic seizure-related changes

in perfusion with MEG FC, we can objectively investigate connectivity

patterns that belong to patient-specific seizure networks. In addition,

to advancing presurgical decision-making including the planning of

intracranial electrode implantation and subsequent surgical interven-

tion, we hope that this approach can contribute to our efforts to mod-

ulate pathological epileptic networks and develop patient-specific

therapeutic interventions.

4.1.4 | Intrinsic and extrinsic connectivity within
the epileptic network

Our study shows that ictally hyperperfused ROIs residing both inside

and outside the resected cortex have higher intrinsic FC when com-

pared to baseline perfused areas (where perfusion does not change

during the seizure), and ictally hypoperfused ROIs that reside outside

the resected cortex. Across patients, we observed a gradient in intrin-

sic connectivity, with the highest connectivity values residing within

the resected areas of hyperperfusion, followed in descending order by

areas of ictal hyperperfusion, hypoperfusion, and lastly baseline perfu-

sion that had not been included in the surgical resection. Further, we

observed higher extrinsic connectivity between regions of hyperper-

fusion that resided within the resective cavity, as compared to those

outside the area of resection. The average intrinsic and extrinsic con-

nectivity were independent of the prognosis following surgery, the

timing of ictal SPECT injection, and the duration of the seizure.

Results from this study corroborate our previous findings and high-

light the fact that the ictally hyperperfused brain regions correspond

to a strongly connected brain network during rest irrespective of sur-

gical outcomes (Tousseyn et al., 2017). Similarly, SEEG studies exam-

ining intrinsic FC in the interictal state have shown higher FC within

the EZ, within the seizure propagation zone, and between the epilep-

togenic and propagation zones (Lagarde et al., 2018).

For coherence-based FC analysis, we observed a statistically sig-

nificant, higher, intrinsic connectivity within hyperperfused brain

regions residing inside the resective cavity, as compared to the ones

outside the area of resection. These differences were significant only

for patients who were seizure-free following resective epilepsy sur-

gery. Hence, coherence-based connectivity analysis could be used to

noninvasively identify and target critical nodes of hyperperfusion. A

less favorable seizure outcome would be more likely when critical

parts of the hyperperfusion network have been omitted from the final

surgical resection. MEG and EEG studies of interictal FC have demon-

strated elevated synchrony within the EZ (Englot et al., 2015;

Krishnan et al., 2015; Lagarde et al., 2018; Vlachos et al., 2016) and

have linked positive surgical outcomes with resection of regions that

exhibit high local synchrony (Antony et al., 2013). Coherence analysis

of ictal SEEG discharges has demonstrated synchronized intracranial

EEG patterns with the areas of seizure onset and seizure propagation

(Bartolomei et al., 1999). Epileptogenic processes mediate neuronal

network reconfiguration resulting in abnormal connectivity within the

EZ (Blumenfeld et al., 2007; Percha et al., 2005). Our study illustrates

that FC within the EZ is indeed elevated even during resting-state

conditions.

Lastly, we observed a higher but not statistically significant con-

nectivity value in areas of ictal hyperperfusion that resided within the

resective cavity (as compared to areas of hyperperfusion that were

not included in the resection), when employing PLV as the FC estima-

tor. PLV is a nonlinear measure of connectivity, sensitive to phase

consistencies between signals, whereas coherence is sensitive to

phase and amplitude consistencies of signals. The divergent sensitivi-

ties of the two measures to different aspects of the signal could

explain the differences in our results.

Our prior investigations comparing SPECT perfusion patterns

with intracranial EEG activity during semiologically identical seizures

in the same patient have shown that power spectral changes in alpha

to high-frequency bands were higher in areas that showed hyperper-

fusion, as compared to areas that exhibited baseline (unchanged per-

fusion) or hypoperfusion during the ictal SPECT seizure (Krishnan

et al., 2021). The lack of significant frequency-specific connectivity

relations in the current study could be attributable to differences in

methodology (power spectral analysis vs. FC), and discrepancies in

brain states (ictal vs. resting state).

4.2 | Clinical implication

Invasive surgical planning using stereo-EEG relies on a priori identifi-

cation of the critical brain regions that constitute the epileptic net-

work using seizure semiology, electroclinical correlations, and a

plethora of noninvasive diagnostic modalities. This noninvasive, a

priori, definition of the critical epileptogenic network is not a trivial

problem. The proposed, combined analysis of SPECT perfusion pat-

terns during seizures along with resting-state (interictal) MEG FC pro-

vides us with an objective criterion for the a priori identification of

critical regions that are influenced by a patient-specific epileptogenic

process.

Importantly, this novel noninvasive approach can also aid in the a

posteriori interpretation of complex, sparse or inconclusive, SEEG

recordings. Prospective validation in a large dataset is a mandatory

next step. Nonetheless, our results would predict a favorable seizure

outcome when the planned surgical resection incorporates nodes of

ictal hyperperfusion with significantly higher intrinsic MEG connectiv-

ity, as opposed to other areas of hyperperfusion.

Our study indicates that connectivity within the ictally hyperper-

fused network is increased not only during seizures but also during

the interictal state. These same interictal networks could facilitate the

neuromodulatory effects of chronic neurostimulation—such as direct

cortical or deep brain stimulation—where electrical impulses are
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delivered interictally (Yu et al., 2018) to moderate network dynamics

and thus suppress the occurrence of epileptic seizures (Shon

et al., 2005; Van Laere et al., 2002). The results of this study have

important clinical implications insofar as they introduce a measurable

noninvasive framework that could be exploited to select, tailor, or

adjust therapeutic interventions based on patient-specific epileptic

networks.

4.3 | Methodological constraints and limitations

4.3.1 | Subtraction ictal SPECT

SPECT hyperperfusion patterns provide a snapshot of the regions

associated with ictal onset and propagation. The fast dynamics associ-

ated with an ictal event complicate the interpretation of the static

SPECT perfusion patterns. Specific statistical thresholds determined

by clinical considerations are used to aid the interpretation of SPECT

studies. Our definition of hyper- and hypo-perfused brain regions was

motivated by the findings of Newey et al., who showed that a SIS-

COM z scores of 1.5 have the highest sensitivity and specificity in

localizing the EZ (Newey et al., 2013). However, the defined threshold

may be suboptimal in delineating the epileptic network. With this limi-

tation in mind, we performed a two-fold analysis by considering the

entire spectrum of SISCOM z scores, while also looking at thresholded

SISCOM z-maps. The results were similar irrespective of the analysis,

that is, two discrete but strongly connected networks can be identi-

fied in the interictal state, when informed by the patterns of signifi-

cant hyperperfusion, and separately significant hypoperfusion, during

seizures. The localization value of SPECT studies is considered to be

higher with an early ictal injection of the radiotracer (Lee et al., 2011),

and with injection during focal seizures that do not evolve to second-

ary generalization (Varghese et al., 2009). It is important to note that

the observed correlations between SPECT and FC were quite robust

and were not significantly impacted by early vs. late timing of ictal

SPECT injection, secondary generalization versus nongeneralized

SPECT seizure, presence of one (uni-focal) versus more than one

(multi-focal) SEEG onset regions, and seizure-free versus nonseizure-

free outcome. This could be explained by the fact that our study

intended to investigate connectivity at a larger scale and was not

focused solely on localizing the EZ.

4.3.2 | Functional connectivity analysis

Source level FC analysis using MEG relies on inverse modeling of sen-

sor time series. This approach is ill-posed and can lead to nonunique

solutions. Different mathematical approaches exist for the inverse

modeling of MEG sensor data. In our study, we selected dSPM for

inverse modeling, since it is considered to be more sensitive to deeper

sources (Dale et al., 2000).

While MEG is not impeded by the thickness and integrity of the

skull and dura, the sensitivity of MEG to detect brain activity drops

off as the square of the distance from the sensor. Hence, MEG has

difficulty recording activity from deeper brain regions, especially from

subcortical structures—although recent studies have suggested that

MEG could potentially detect brain activity arising from such deep

sources (Pizzo et al., 2019).

The state of the brain such as sleep, wakefulness, and so on

affects FC estimates (Tagliazucchi & Laufs, 2014; Turner et al., 2020;

Usami et al., 2015). The retrospective nature of our study limits our

ability to control the patient's brain state. The MEG study was per-

formed to record interictal epileptiform discharges. The yield of inter-

ictal discharges increases when the subject is in a state of sleep.

Hence, a majority of the patients in this study were asleep during the

MEG recording session. We found increased connectivity in the alpha

frequency band within the hypoperfused regions in patients who

were in a state of wakefulness, as compared to patients who were

asleep during the MEG. The reduced connectivity in the alpha fre-

quency band during sleep likely results from the attenuation of alpha

waves during sleep. Our study was ill-powered to assess the differ-

ence in resting-state connectivity between different sleep stages.

Hence, the results of this study should be interpreted in light of these

limitations taking into account the constraints inherent to retrospec-

tive studies.

Functional connectivity can be defined as a descriptive measure

of spatiotemporal correlations that exist between spatially distinct

regions of the brain (Friston et al., 1993). PLV and coherence are two

commonly employed nondirectional measures used to quantify phase

synchrony between neuronal signals. We observed that the PLV-

based connectivity estimator was more robust in elucidating SPECT-

connectivity correlations across patients—when compared to coher-

ence analysis. Deviation of spectral coherence measures from ideal

estimates can occur in a high noise environment, and when oscillators

exhibit intermittent synchronization (Lowet et al., 2016). We should

note that neuronal oscillations can produce intermittent synchroniza-

tions and can affect cortical synchrony estimation using coherence.

PLV has better noise properties and is less influenced by the nonsta-

tionarity of neuronal signals, whereas coherence-based analysis is

more sensitive to amplitude relationships between signals.

5 | CONCLUSION

Our multimodal study combining ictal SPECT with resting-state MEG

connectivity analysis demonstrates that the widespread patterns of

areas of hyperperfusion, as well as hypoperfusion, during seizures are

not at all arbitrary. Rather they highlight nonrandom brain regions that

remain interconnected during the interictal state. The combination of

SPECT and MEG can provide a measurable, noninvasive, definition of

patient-specific epileptic networks. In addition to advancing surgical

decisions including strategy for implantation of invasive electrodes or

neurostimulators, we hope that this approach will contribute to our

efforts to understand and modulate pathological epileptic networks

and establish individualized, patient-specific diagnostic and therapeu-

tic interventions.
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